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MoD Homepage



Digital Content
Splash Pages

Navigation Elements
Navigation Structure, breadcrumbs, drop 

down menus, toolboxes, search

Interactive Elements
Games, Quizzes, Sliding Pictures, ability 

to alter how website is displayed  

Videos

‘Hidden’ Content
Code, Metatags, URLs

Images
Photographs, graphics, 

logos

Background
Colour, visuals, logos, 

images

Content Position
‘below the fold’

Links

AudioText





Desktop Layout



Mobile Layout



Responsive Design, one web page using multiple 
sets of CSS rules to change the layout and 

format of the page based on the size of the 
user’s browser window.

CSS - Cascading Style Sheets, is a style sheet language used for describing the presentation of a document 
written in a markup language (such as HTML)





Royal Navy Homepage, 10 December 
1997 



Meta tags from Royal Navy Homepage, 
10 December 1997 

<title>The Royal Navy</title>
<meta name="description" content="The Royal 
Navy exists to support the United Kingdom's foreign 
and security policy by providing a capable presence 
wherever in the world our national interests so 
require.">
<meta name="keywords" content="Royal Navy, 
Naval, Royal Marines, Commando, Admiralty, Royal 
Naval Reserve, Royal  Fleet Auxiliary, MOD, 
Submarine, Ship, Aircraft, Maritime, Fleet, HMS, 
NATO">



British Army Homepage, 10 May 2000



British Army Homepage, 15 August 2000



British Army Homepage, 15 August 2000



British Army Homepage, 6 October 2003



People are extremely short of attention and 
time - bad design and bad initial user experience 
is potentially lethal to our users’ desire to 
engage with the Army on digital. Interaction 
with the Army website has to result in a rapid, 
attractive, relevant, usable and useful digital 
experience. 

Army Media and Communication, Army Digital 
Strategy, 8 Jan. 2016



Career v Joining

frequency of the word ‘career’ on the British 
Army homepage decreases and is replaced by 
‘joining’

recruitment links change from being labelled as 
‘careers’ to ‘joining the Army’ 

main recruitment page URL changes from: 
army.mod.uk/careers to army.mod.uk/join
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When you join the Scots Guards, you 
get more than just a career – you get a 

life!

“Life in the Battalion is varied and challenging, one 
day you could be driving across the Polish plains in 

a Warrior Armoured Vehicle, and the next your 
packing your kit to go on an adventure training 

exercise in Northern Australia.”

Despite the language of recruitment changing the underlying 
message remains fairly consistent: 





‘Start Thinking Soldier’ led to an increase in 
interactive elements and online digital games on 

the British Army website. 



Army Challenge: Bosnia









Royal Navy: 

“WHY WE ARE THERE: Deterring conflict and protecting 
the nation” 

“Submarine service: Our fleet of submarines silently 
patrol the oceans and is responsible for the formidable 
nuclear deterrent, the Trident missile system”

MoD: The UK's Trident force provides an operationally 
independent strategic and sub-strategic nuclear capability 
in support of NATO's strategy of war prevention and as 
the ultimate guarantee of the national security. Nuclear 
forces continue to make a unique contribution to 
ensuring stability and preventing crisis escalation. In 
1998/99, a continuous at sea deterrent was maintained. 



‘An MoD website should be 
exploited as a tool for placing 

information in the public domain 
and for enhancing the public 

perception of Defence’

Director of Organisation & Management Development to Director General Information & 
Communication Services and Director General Management & Organisation, 28 Feb. 1997, 

attached draft paper ‘MoD’s use of the internet’ 



Gephi Visualisation of  internal and external links of .mod.uk domain 2001 extracted from JISC 
UK Web Domain Dataset Host Link Graph, 1996–2010’



MoD Sites

Sites such as 

blogs.mod.uk 

and 

news.mod.uk

British Army 

Sites

Royal Navy 

Sites

RAF Sites

Gephi Visualisation of  internal and external links of .mod.uk domain 2010 extracted from JISC 
UK Web Domain Dataset Host Link Graph, 1996–2010’



Gephi Visualisation of  internal and external links of .mod.uk domain 2010 extracted from JISC 
UK Web Domain Dataset Host Link Graph, 1996–2010’



Supporting Britain’s Reservists and 
their Employers (SaBRE)
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TA Homepage, 30 June 2004



Territorial AMS Profiles Page, 04 June 
2004



The use of a causal theory developed from a small study 
of the mod.uk domain allowed for targeted searches as 
well as the means to contextualise further content 
analysis and the results of link analysis

– The language of recruitment changed on the Army’s 
website from “Career” to “Join”

– Interactivity of Army recruitment online represented 
an evolution of earlier campaigns

– That areas of controversy regarding Defence had been 
dealt with on the MoD stile allowing the Armed 
Forces sites to avoid them

– Visualising the results of link analysis identified 
several areas to undertake further qualitative analysis 

Conclusion
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